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Letter 806
Special Operation Swedish
2019-07-09
Dear Yeshua,
Sunday, 7 July 2019, 7AM.
Yesterday at about 6AM I met (CB59) at his workplace for a Prayer Meeting and Bible Study.
(CB59) is employed by (G35), which operates a medical facility for Swedish Hospital in
Seattle. We met just as he was getting off shift. (CB59) and I prayed Sirst for what Jesus
wanted, then after (CB59) clocked out, we went to the in-house James Tower Starbucks for
a meal.
The planning process for this mission began nine days earlier at the leading of the Lord
Holy Spirit (see email quotes below), Who Sirst shared with me Jesus’s idea, which I then
posed to (CB59).
After he agreed and we conSirmed a time to meet, I set about seeking the Lord as to what
His objective was.
He showed me that the name “James” was already prominent at the job-site. He then went
on to inform me that Jesus wanted to establish the Book of James as the Cornerstone and
Beachhead of His Kingdom Witness at (G34).
The Lord then led me to produce a PrayerSong of the entire Book of James (click here for
audio version) as the preliminary prayer for this Special Operation. Here is a copy of the
Sirst email I sent to (CB59) regarding this mission.
EMAIL: June 27, 2019 at 11:21 AM.
(CB59),
This idea occurred to me a just minutes ago.
How about some Saturday morning, just before you get off shift, I drop by your workplace?
Then, as you are getting ready to leave the facility, I join you and and we take a walk through
on the way out, and see what the Lord reveals?
As for me, I’d kind of like to get a good look at the place and see what’s what, who’s who,
where’s where, and that which is…
Let me know
—(RCT)
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P. S. If I need a reason for being there, it would be to meet up with a colleague and go to the
cafeteria/SBX and get a cup of coffee. If HR has any say in the matter, they will attempt to
Oilter out any incursions by “strays” like me. They fear True Independence.
After arriving at the location, I met (CB59) at one of the doors to the Hospital. We went
inside and found a quiet corner to sit and pray according to what the Lord had already
prescribed.
Then we found our way to the nearest Starbucks, ordered food and drink, and then sat
down for a meal and a Bible Study.
While we were so engaged, one of (CB59)’s co-workers, a believing Sister whose name is
(CS18), happened upon us. We exchanged greetings, and then in a Spirit of Joy, I informed
her of our on-campus “impromptu” Prayer Meeting and Bible Study. As she departed from
us to go to her job, I wished her “Prayers (for her) and Blessings (to her)”.
After (CB59) and I Sinished eating, we went outside to our cars and parted company. But in
the course of our conversation, (CB59) revealed that he had had a dream just before
reporting to his work-shift that night. Below are a series of quotes from email exchanges
we had after this joint operation at Swedish Hospital which talk of this and another related
dream.
(EMAIL EXCERPTS FROM (CB59))
EMAIL: July 6, 2019 11:26AM
“I had the music signs at 7:17, 7:27, and 7:37 while driving home. These are the only three
times I noticed the clock in the car the entire trip home. These conOirm we are on the correct
path with the Lord’s Spirit. It also conOirms (like the Bereans?) for me what you said
concerning the blood and the dream. The hanging bags I thought were IV Oluids turned out to
be blood donation bags hanging as they would in a transfusion so the machine was actually
not a testing instrument but a transfuser for the Blood of Christ and the bags were already
emptied/used when I saw them.. That is all I have seen so far. That Oirst machine with the
name I could not read is still hidden from me.
As I listened at home again to the two songs, after opening my iPad, I was told to extend those
clock times into the Easter song and see the messaging at timestamps 7:47 and 7:57 (as I had
seen the clock times at 7:17, 7:27, and 7:37 this closed and balanced out the pattern). God
likes balance and I have learned to follow.
Note the lyrics that were playing at the 3 times I looked at the clock. Although Theocracy’s
“Easter” is just under 10 minutes, I listened longer because the Spirit had me rewind to replay
the Oirst section and remember what was being said.
I had Oirst wanted to listen to Son’s of Korah to sing Psalms in prayer but He told me to keep it
on Theocracy. After I listened to “Easter”, I then changed to Son’s of Korah.
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Note the theme of the lyrics at these clock times (as with the timestamps within the songs
themselves). They relate to the blood (blood-stained robe), dreaming, awaking, opening of
secrets that have been hidden away, visions and prophecies. All conOirm what we were
discussing was on track.
As an aside, as I was writing this, I had 77 new mail messages on my iPad and I had a 77%
charge left :)”
EMAIL: July 6, 2019 11:46AM
I said some of the signs I wrote on. Here is another thing that happened this morning.
After arriving home from our meeting and turning on my desktop computer, I noticed an
Email about a big Faithlife sale (40% off) for many D.A. Carson books. He is one of my favorite
Bible professors because he knows the languages and his Exegesis is up there with MartynLloyd Jones; very scientiOic. One book jumped out because it is in the ballpark of what I am
contemplating writing about; Jesus as God and Son of Man, possibly with something on the
two powers in heaven of the OT.
Note this quote from the book that speaks directly to our discussion on Muslim faith and
reaching out to those of different beliefs (instead of pushing others away and hating them).
We had also discussed Faithlife and Logos.
“The “Son of God” theme has become one of several test cases in my own mind. Since choosing
the topic, however, the debates concerning what a faithful translation of “Son of God” might
be, especially in contexts where one’s envisioned readers are Muslims, have boiled out of the
journals read by Bible translators and into the open. Entire denominations have gotten caught
up in the controversy, which shows no sign of abating. The last of these three chapters is
devoted to addressing both of these points—how, in a Christian context, exegesis rightly leads
to Christian confessionalism, and how, in a cross-cultural context concerned with preparing
Bible translations for Muslim readers, one may wisely negotiate the current debate.”
JESUS THE SON OF GOD
A Christological Title Often Overlooked, Sometimes Misunderstood, and Currently Disputed
D. A. Carson
EMAIL: Saturday, July 6, 2019 11:25 AM
Time on clock; 7:37 Sons of Korah’s Psalm 139: “when I awake Lord, when I awake, I am still
with you”
How is that for conOirmation!
(MY RESPONSE TO (CB59))
EMAIL: Saturday, July 6, 2019 4:57 PM.
Pretty cool...
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The “numbers racket” is more your domain than mine. But I did count seven 7s (I think
that was at 4:27PM) all on once on my wife’s weather display today after I woke up from an
almost 2 hour nap.
For what it’s worth...
(EMAIL EXCERPTS FROM (CB59))
EMAIL: Monday, July 8, 2019 3:53 AM.
It was just that kind of day for me. I also got a text about a book I bought from Amazon (Jesus
As God) at 7:07.
I had another dream on Saturday afternoon about work but not as distinct. There were two
people in the department removing older systems but I did not discern much.
Soli Deo gloria
EMAIL: Tuesday, July 9, 2019 2:02 AM.
This is amazing that the Lord also conOirmed it to you. I had conOirmation on Monday as well.
I got that we did what He wanted and cleared out the Demons (at least in James Tower).
The second dream with the people removing old machines from (redacted) goes along with
the .irst dream where I saw the new (redacted) with the unreadable name and the
transfusion setup with the empty blood bags. In the Oirst dream we were still using the old
instruments and in the second one, they had been removed. The two people I saw in the
second dream were not removing the (redacted) but were actually removing the computer
systems (Oinishing the cleanout?)
This shows that the removal was completed. I have a feeling those two people were actually
angels Oinishing their task. Perhaps they were the ones with me when the woman Oled in fear
by the elevators.
All of those signs I had Saturday driving home were the Lord letting me know we had done
well. The dream came later to show me that we all had succeeded. I will watch to see if any
return to James Tower or in the other parts of the hospital. If they do (or some are still
around), I will pray to discern them either by feeling or by dreams.
I told (redacted) about LTD and told her she might Oind it interesting. She told me about a
book (audio on youtube) called “Prayers that rout demons”. I have not listened to it yet but it
sounded like something worthwhile.
Soli Deo gloria,
=======
Below are quotes from other relevant emails by (B59).
EMAIL: Friday, May 31, 2019 at 9:31 AM.
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I was discussing one of our lab tests with a coworker while standing behind one of the
(redacted). I noticed a mist/fog Oloating above the instrument at ceiling level by one of the
overhead Oluorescent lights. It was moving to my right and I was puzzled because I thought it
was smoke at Oirst but then noticed it was more like steam or water vapor. I pointed it out but
my coworker could not see it. I got closer and smelled a very strong fragrance like perfume or
Olowers. Then both went away. I am unsure what it was but it did not feel demonic like I
usually sense with malevolent spirits.
EMAIL: Friday, June 7, 2019 at 7:26 AM.
I thought I would tell both of you what happened to me this morning at Swedish as I was
leaving because it was so strange. A little background about last night Oirst.
My coworker in Molecular is (redacted) ((redacted) Chinese/American). He is not a Christian
and I never really talk to him much about the Bible or how I see spirits until last night. He
does know I am Christian (as does everyone I see at work). He told me he had been downstairs
by the gym in the hospital when he saw a woman’s face but no body. He went on to tell me he
had seen other things in the past (man in a cape Oloating in the air). I ended up telling him a
few of the things I have seen since I was a kid.
[redacted]
Anyway, the interesting part for me was the woman’s face he saw by the gym because as I was
leaving, I went down our stairwell. It comes out right next to the gym and three elevators. As
I turned the corner from the stairwell, I noticed one of the elevator doors was open and just
before I got there a young woman with black hair (looked to be 20 or so) came out, looked in
my direction and then walked up to me as if she was going to say something. She opened her
mouth and made an odd noise but then stopped abruptly. Her eyes grew wide and she looked
frightened (I guess I can have that effect on people). She then turned around and started
walking away, stopped, turned back towards me halfway as if to speak and then ran away. I
was walking the way she ran so watched her go quite a distance through the corridor. She cut
into the Starbucks where there were a lot of people at this time of the morning. She was
running through all of the people and nobody looked at her. She then turned a corner and I
lost sight of her.
It would not be as strange to me if she had been a spirit, I could then understand her fear and
running away from me (if it was demonic). If she were a real person, I have no clue what she
was doing. I would venture a guess of an escapee from the Psych ward if we actually had one
in the hospital. I have seen full body spirits twice (that I seen disappear). They look just like
real people but I did not get a chance to test this time because she Oled away too fast. I wish I
had heard what she wanted to say to me.
As another aside, as I was leaving Seattle the Metro bus in front of me was #7077. I had 7’s
appear a few times at work last night. I have not noticed 7’s in a while.
(THIS WAS MY RESPONSE TO (CB59))
EMAIL: Friday, June 7, 2019 at 9:14 AM.
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My Sirst “guess” is that one of her demons got a good look at one of your angels. This tells
me that your angels have been given the Word to begin the clean out process of/at Swedish.
Lock and Load one Magazine of Hope… this mag will never run out of ammo.
Yes, the Blessed Hope of Resurrection.
((CB59)’S RESPONSE)
EMAIL: Tuesday, June 11, 2019 at 3:41 AM.
I love the number signs. Often they go away for me and then show up all over when I am
wrestling with something. He shows me He is there and it always helps calm my mind and
directs me.
EMAIL: Friday, June 21, 2019 at 9:46 AM.
Again, thank you for your help while I learn the trade. My mission is Oinally becoming clear.
The Lord wants me to help Him save souls in the spirit/dream realm while also saving souls in
the material world (using scientiOic apologetics along with biblical truth).
God bless brother!
(THIS IS AN EMAIL FROM ME)
EMAIL: Sunday, July 7, 2019 at 7:08 AM.
Last night the Lord informed me that you and I accomplished at Swedish in one hour, what
took me almost 18 years to accomplish on my own at (G6).
Such is the power of agreement.
(Of course, if it hadn’t been for the lessons I learned at (G6), our Special Operation at
Swedish wouldn’t have happened).
Many Blessings…
Please see — http://www.letterstodan.com/resources/LTD-PDF-V7-L557_/V7L594-TheReturn-of-the-Kingdom.pdf
((CB59)’S RESPONSE).
EMAIL: Tuesday, 9 July 2019 at 2:08 AM.
I forgot to mention that the Lord also gave me this message when He conOirmed what we had
done. You reminded me about it when you said it took us only one hour compared to you
working alone on (redacted). This just goes to what we were discussing about the power of
multiple Christian minds working together for the will of the Lord.
“Again, I tell you truly that if two of you on the earth agree about anything you ask for, it will
be done for you by My Father in heaven. For where two or three gather together in My name,
there am I with them.”” Matthew 18:19
END OF EMAILS.
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Yeshua, I gotta say that these signs testiSied to by (CB59) made me happy, and feeling more
than a little comforted, especially his two dreams. This is an ongoing conSirmation of the
type of things You are doing in these Last Days, showing that You are overthrowing Hell and
bringing Your Kingdom to Earth.
Amen.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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